Recent Advances in Unconventional Lithography for Challenging 3D Hierarchical Structures and Their Applications
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In nanoscience and nanotechnology, nanofabrication is critical. Among the required processes for nanofabrication, lithography is one of core issues. Although conventional photolithography with recent remarkable improvement has contributed to the industry during the past few decades, fabrication of 3-dimensional (3D) nanostructure is still challenging. In this review, we summarize recent advances for the construction of 3D nanostructures by unconventional lithography and the combination of two top-down approaches or top-down and bottom-up approaches. We believe that the 3D hierarchical nanostructures described here will have a broad range of applications having adaptable levels of functional integration of precisely controlled nanoarchitectures that are required by not only academia, but also industry.

1. Introduction

Nanofabrication is a “hot topic” in nanotechnology and nanoscience. It is absolutely indispensable to solve all scientific questions in nanoscale photonics, biotechnology, and electronics. However, with every increasing demand for smaller features on integrated and complicated geometries, its realization in industry relies on photo (or electron-beam) lithography which has limitations based on the physics on light diffraction and poor throughput that are impractical to overcome [1]. Conventional techniques are reaching their resolution limits and have relatively high cost for the fabrication of patterned nanostructures. On the other hand, unconventional lithography techniques were first seen in early 1990’s [2–6]. Interestingly, at that time, new research had been exploring nanoimprint lithography (NIL) [7], capillary force lithography (CFL) [8, 9], dip-pen lithography [10], soft molding [11, 12], microcontact printing (µCP) [2, 13], and various types of self-assembly [14, 15]. They provided various alternative approaches and unique accomplishments: diverse, novel, and reliable processes to reliably generate smaller pattern features (sub-100 nm scale) with high cost effectiveness. Because there are significant potential and substantial developments for academia and small companies, unconventional lithography has been explosively developed. Therefore, the number of scientific publications and citations of unconventional lithography has been dramatically increasing in the last 20 years [16]. Even with the recent remarkable improvements, unconventional lithography still has huge hurdles, for example, multiple aspect-ratio (3D hierarchical) nanostructures, large area, and low-cost manufacturing with sub-10 nm feature sizes [17–19]. In this review article, we summarize previously demonstrated unconventional lithography and introduce the challenging fields of 3D hierarchical nanostructures and their applications. The paper is composed of five separate parts. The first part presents unconventional lithography methods developed in the last 20 years. The second and third parts deal with 3D hierarchical nanostructures and their applications formed by molding or photolithography (combined top-down lithographic techniques). The fourth and fifth parts cover integrated assembly with merged top-down with bottom-up approaches.

2. Unconventional Lithography

In this section, we attempt to summarize representative sampling of unconventional lithography (Figure 1). The processes
of making functional structures with patterns are labeled as top-down (NIL, Figure 1(a); CFL, Figure 1(b); nanotransfer printing (NTL), Figure 1(c)) and bottom-up (colloidal lithography (CL), Figure 1(d), and block copolymer (BCP) lithography, Figure 1(e)) approaches.

2.1. Unconventional top-down Lithography

2.1.1. Nanoimprint Lithography (NIL). The process of NIL was first demonstrated by Chou et al. in 1995 [7]. The concept of the technique is mechanical replication where surface reliefs from prepatterned mold are embossed into a thin layer on the substrate [20, 21]. Figure 1(a) gives an overview of the NIL processing steps. In the NIL, resist layer (with thermo- [22, 23] or photocurable polymer [24]) is coated on a substrate and then pressed by a rigid mold with patterns at 1:1 scale through mechanical contact. The resist layer is cured with pressure by thermal or UV curing known, respectively, as temperature-based processing and light-initiated polymerization. In principle, NIL does not have limitations of pattern geometry, which means NIL can copy any patterns on a wide range of substrates. Therefore, NIL can bridge the gap between lab level nanobased technique studies and production level manufacturing. However, it requires high pressure (~MPa) and new challenging processes for large area fabrications, that is, roll-to-roll [25–27] or step-and-repeat processes [28].

2.1.2. Capillary Force Lithography (CFL). CFL is a method that uses nature force, capillarity with soft or flexible nanoscale molds. Lee and Suh [8, 9] presented large-area patterning by capillarity of melted polymer or polymeric precursors. In this method, by using patterned soft mold such as polydimethylsiloxane (PDMS) or rigid flex molds, thin polymer layers on the substrate are contacted and then heated above the polymer's glass transition temperature ($T_g$). Laplace pressure induced by a micro/nanoscale mold allows the melted polymer to fill the void space of the channels formed between the mold and the polymer without applying pressure (Figure 1(b)) [29, 30]. Notably, the strength of CFL is that it allows for smaller sizes of feature patterns with higher Laplace pressure and higher throughput [31]. However, CFL is still limited in forming high aspect and multiple geometry nanostructures.

2.1.3. Nanotransfer Printing (NTP). Another method to achieve aligned nanopatterns over a large area is to transfer the desired pattern to the target substrate [32–40]. This technique, known as NTP, was introduced by Rogers et al. [32–34]. As shown in Figure 1(c), patterned structures deposited on a polymeric stamp are selectively transferred onto different surfaces. First a stamp contacts a donor substrate coated with the target structure and then quickly peels it away. After the micro/nanostructures are transferred from the donor substrate to the stamp, the stamp contacts the receiving substrate...
and then slowly peels it away. Consequently the structures are transferred from the stamp to the receiver. In previous studies, ultrathin inorganic devices like single crystal silicon nanoribbons [41–43], photodiodes [44–47], and solar cells were printed onto a sheet of plastic by kinetically adhesion-controllable stamp [34]. These results show that NTP has potential to be useful to transfer conventional electronics to deformable substrates for flexible and stretchable devices. Also, NTP might be used for many other applications in biomedicine, that is, optogenetics [48, 49], catheter [50], and optoelectronics. Although recent advances as mentioned above are presented, it is still suffering from low throughput and poor yield for large area fabrication.

2.2. Unconventional Bottom-Up Lithography

2.2.1. Colloidal Lithography (CL). Colloidal lithography (CL) uses an array of self-organized and self-assembled colloids as templates for advanced functional materials [51–55]. CL has simple steps to create nanostructures [51]; a close packed monolayer of colloids (nanosphere) arranged into an array through self-assembly on a substrate. And then reactive ion etching (RIE), such as plasma etching, fabricates nanopillar structures (Figure 1(d)). A remarkable characteristic of the process is that the colloids assemble themselves spontaneously in ordered architectures which are easily controlled over a large area without complex equipment. Modification of the self-assembled etch mask improves the versatility of CL in fabricating nanopatterns such as hollow shells [52], nanocylinders [53], and even multiple layer [54, 55] by spontaneous formation of well-ordered colloid. Therefore this fabrication method has some advantages over conventional lithography; it is a simple cost-effective process that provides easy control of feature size.

2.2.2. Block Copolymer Lithography. Another self-assembled material is block copolymers (BCPs). BCPs are macromolecules consisting of more than two components with chemically different polymeric segments [56–58]. Owing to their segmented structures, BCPs have various shapes of phase separation with different processing conditions with well-aligned arrays at equilibrium with lots of complex morphologies, from lamellar to cylinder (or gyroid) nanoscale structures (Figure 1(e)) [15]. Conveniently, BCP lithography is compatible with conventional manufacturing processes used in the semiconductor industry, showing a wide range of potential as an emerging technology for nanoscale device fabrication.

3. Unconventional Lithography for 3D Hierarchical Micro- and Nanostructure by Combined Top-Down Approaches

All approaches we mentioned in Section 2 demonstrate only monoscale micro- or nanostructures with single step process. Although the previous approaches are useful in many fields, more complicated, denser, and 3-dimensional hierarchical patterns with higher aspect ratio are also required. In this section, we describe several approaches to fabricate high aspect ratio hierarchical structures having nanoscale patterns on microscale structures by using combined top-down lithographic techniques (Figure 2). Precisely controlled hierarchical patterning at multilevel and size-control of individual structures is possible by the techniques. As a result, the range of its applications is being widened.

3.1. Two-Step Photolithography for 3D Hierarchical Structure. Greiner et al. [59] reported production of multiscale micropillar structured PDMS using two-step photolithography. The process to fabricate the hierarchical structure involves double layer-by-layer (LBL) coating and exposure steps using SU-8 resist (Figure 2(a)). A single development step after the second exposure was sufficient to remove the unexposed regions from the double layers. Subsequently, the 3D hierarchical PDMS replica was fabricated by soft molding on hierarchical SU-8 hole patterns. Fabricated PDMS replicas were characterized by scanning electron microscopy (SEM) (Figure 2(b)). The bottom pillars had a diameter of 50 μm and a height of 200 μm (aspect ratio λ = 4), while the top pillars had a diameter of 5 μm and heights ranging from 2.5 to 10 μm (aspect ratio λ from 0.2 to 2). However, in the aspect of practical application, this approach has lack of processibility due to highly viscous photosresist onto pre-patterned structures.

3.2. Sequential Thermal Nanoimprint Lithography (t-NIL) Steps Assisted 3D Hierarchical Nanostructures. Although NIL has been recognized as a simple, low-cost, high-throughput, and scalable nanofabrication technique [7, 22, 23], it is difficult to form high aspect ratio patterns with thermal NIL [60]. The large contact areas between the mold and melted polymer and limited mold materials that cannot be controlled in surface energy allow multiple (~2) aspect ratio patterns to be possible. Recently, Zhang and Low [61] demonstrated a new fabrication method for 3D hierarchical structures by NIL by exploiting the properties of thermoplastic polymers. The sequential step process for fabrication of the 3D hierarchical structure is shown in Figure 2(c). First, a mold is pressed on a polymeric film above its glass transition temperature \( T_g \). After demolding, a different mold is aligned with a specific orientation and pressed on the prepatterned polymer film below its glass transition temperature \( T_g \), in order to fabricate a secondary pattern. In the same manner, a tertiary or higher-order pattern can also be created. Figure 2(d) shows scanning electron microscopy (SEM) images for the imprint of 2 μm and 250 nm Si grating molds (top images). SEM images show polycarbonate (PC) film imprinted first with 2 μm grating and then with 250 nm grating in parallel orientation and tertiary 250 nm grating imprinted perpendicular to other gratings (bottom images). They demonstrated that this approach offers a fast low-cost process to fabricate 3D hierarchical structures. However, the rigid and thick Si mold could lead to poor yield of demolding and it is difficult to control the temperature to prevent collapse or reflow of prepatterned structures [62]. Therefore, to extend this method, a highly precise temperature-controllable and rigid flex mold [39] could enhance the yield and reduce mechanical
Figure 2: Schematic illustrations of fabrication process for 3D hierarchical micro- and nanostructures via (a) two-step photolithography and soft lithography, (c) sequential t-NIL, and (e) vacuum-assisted CFL. (b) SEM images showing the fabricated 3D micro/nano-hierarchical structures via two-step photolithography, followed by molding. Reproduced with permission from [59]. Copyright 2009 WILEY-VCH Verlag GmbH & Co. KGaA. The bottom left SEM image shows close-up view of the selected area in top SEM image. Right SEM image of the bottom shows single-level pillars. (d) SEM images show the tilted cross section of the primary imprint 2μm (top left) grating mold and the secondary imprint 250nm (top right) grating mold. The hierarchical structures were obtained from two steps (bottom left) and three steps (bottom right) of imprinting. Reproduced with permission from [61]. Copyright 2006 IOP Publishing Ltd. (f) SEM images show the several connected bridges of different width and density for given base structures via vacuum-assisted CFL. Reproduced with permission from [71]. Copyright 2009 Wiley-VCH Verlag GmbH & Co. KGaA.

3.3. Vacuum-Assisted CFL for Fabricating 3D Hierarchical Bridge Structure. Hierarchically suspended polymeric-bridge structures have a wide range of applications as smart electronics, photonic devices, and microfluidic systems. Earlier available fabrication techniques including reverse imprint lithography [63, 64], microtransfer molding [65], edge lithography [66, 67], direct drawing [68], and electrochemical growth [69, 70] have been used to create bridge-like inverted 3D nanostructures. Although these approaches are useful, such suspended structures might contain a heterogeneous interface between their top and bottom structures, which is associated with structural defects and increases contact failure in electronic devices as well as partial current leakage in multichannel devices [71].

Recently, a novel approach to generate 3D hierarchical bridge structures was proposed by Kwak et al. in 2009 [71]. They combined partially curing UV-NIL and vacuum-assisted CFL. As shown in Figure 2(e), vacuum-assisted CFL consists of three steps: (i) the first molding (the UV curable polymer surface is partially cured), (ii) the second molding, and (iii) vacuum-assisted molding. Fundamentally, oxygen inhibits UV-crosslinking since it reacts with scavenging initiator radicals in free-radical polymerization. These seemingly undesirable inhibitory effects form partially uncured regions of pregenerated microstructures. After fabricating a partially cured base microstructure (the first molding step), capillarity action of the partially cured resin simultaneously took place (the second molding step). Finally in the vacuum-assisted molding step, the migration of a partially cured polymer was used to create 3D monolithic bridge like structures. The polymer then spontaneously moved into
the second mold's cavity by capillary action and then fully cured after UV exposure. Figure 2(f) shows SEM images of various monolithic nanowire bridges of different width and density for a given base structure formed by the vacuum-assisted CFL method. The method could serve as a novel tool for fabricating 3D hierarchical structures in a wide range of applications.

4. Diverse Applications with 3D Hierarchical Structure
In general, 3D hierarchical structure fabricated by combined top-down approaches leads to physically and mechanically unique properties. In this section, we introduce several applications using the 3D hierarchical structure and how to realize important properties including hydrophobicity, adhesion force, and robustness compared with conventional methods (Figure 3).

4.1. Directional Wetting and Spreading on Hierarchical Patterns. Anisotropic wetting and spreading of water droplet have attracted much attention [72–75] due to an ability to control liquid flow in a desired direction, which can be applied to microfluidic devices and a unidirectional wetting system, similar to the properties found on butterfly wings [76, 77], shark skin [78], and rice leaves [79]. Natural rice leaf possesses a hierarchical structure where the micropillars, with average diameter of about 5–8 μm, are arranged in parallel with nanoprotrusions on the top of the surface [80]. As a result, the surfaces of rice leaves present anisotropic wettability. Also, beetles that live in the Namibia desert have remarkable water collecting ability using their shell's nanoarchitectures that induce a gradient of hydrophobicity [81].

Recently, Radha et al. [82] applied sequential imprinting to mimic the hierarchical structures of rice leaves. They created a metallic rice leaf structure not the hierarchical patterning of the polymers. The advantage of this hierarchical metal surface allows it to survive in harsher environments, where polymers are infeasible, and to obtain highly desirable abilities, including anticorrosion, anti-icing, and self-cleaning [82, 83]. The metallic patterns inspired by the rice leaf were generated by palladium (Pd) benzylthiolate (metal-organic ink). The ink was first imprinted using a primary grating with a 2 μm mold, and then fine pillars (200 nm) were patterned. Figure 3(a) shows SEM image of the rice leaf-like Pd structure with primary lines of 1.7 μm and secondary pillars of 90 nm and corresponding height of 170 nm and 60 nm, respectively, after heat treatment to remove organic materials. The structure has 130° and 92° contact angles, respectively, in parallel and perpendicular directions. To make a more hydrophobic surface, hexadecanethiol molecules were used on the metallic rice leaf surface (Figure 3(b)). In this case, this approach was a versatile method for fabricating the hierarchically hydrophobic metal surface.

4.2. Dry Adhesive Inspired by Gecko Using Hierarchical Micro/Nanostructures. Hierarchical structures can be used as bioinspired dry adhesives. Owing to an increase in the contact area by the high aspect ratio hierarchical structure, the adhesion induced by van der Waals force can be maintained even on a rough surface (roughness < 20 μm). These dry adhesives, for example, gecko-like structures, are useful for a wide range of applications including transportation devices [84], NTP [85], and wall climbing robots [86]. In particular, a dry adhesive patch with hierarchy has several advantages, including restoration of adhesion force, self-cleaning capability, and biocompatibility, in medical bandages, compared to commonly used bandages [87–91].

Kwak et al. [90] and Bae et al. [91] reported interesting mushroom like micropillars. They were used with a commercially available unit of skin patch electrode which can monitor biosignals (Figures 3(c) and 3(d)). As shown in Figure 3(e), a widely used acrylic medical patch has several side effects such as redness, allergic response, and adhesion degradation by repeated attachment/detachment. On the other hand, the dry adhesive skin patch shows reduced pain during peel-off and undesirable side effects even after 48 h of use. Also, the dry adhesive patch has more restorable ability after every five cycles with the help of self-cleaning with water compared with widely used acrylic medical patches (Figure 3(f)). Hence, with increasing demands on long-term uses for the ubiquitous healthcare (U-healthcare) industry, hierarchically bioinspired dry adhesive patches will potentially be of great benefit in longitudinal biosignal acquisition.

4.3. Free Standing Polymeric Membrane with Three-Level Hierarchical Apertures. Free standing micro/nanomembranes have a wide range of applications including molecular separation [92–94], shadow masking [95], plasmonics [96–98], energy devices [99–101], and bioinspired microfluidic device [102, 103]. Free standing silicon nitride (SiNₓ) membranes are commonly used due to the high mechanical rigidity (Young's modulus, E > 130 GPa), which can withstand external forces during the handing process [94, 95, 104–106]. However, a SiNₓ membrane is fragile under mechanical contact and requires expensive and complicated fabrication processes via e-beam lithography or focused ion-beam milling.

Cho et al. [107] created a new type of flexible, mechanically stable, and free standing polymeric membrane by using a hierarchical mold-based CFL. As shown in Figures 3(g) and 3(h), the robust membrane with three-level hierarchical apertures (800 μm/20 μm/500 nm) was well defined without structure collapses or defects over a large area. Also, because the hierarchical membrane is easy to handle, it is easy to attach to a tip of the syringe to reorganize emulsions (Figure 3(i)). As a result, highly uniform and skewed distributions of emulsions depending on the aperture size were obtained; for example, 800 nm and 350 nm pores can distribute the mean sizes of 927.1 nm and 414.4 nm, respectively (Figure 3(j)). The results suggest that the mechanically stable membrane with hierarchical apertures is entirely possible to reorganize and generate highly uniform emulsions and is useful also in many fields.
Figure 3: Continued.
5. Integrating Assembly: Merging Top-Down and Bottom-Up Approach in Unconventional Lithography

Despite extensive efforts to develop nanofabrication, a superior technique enabling sub-10 nm scale control as well as large-area patterning is still required. Here, change toward integrated top-down and bottom-up lithographic technique might be a breakthrough strategy. In this section, we present some approaches for integrating assembly combined top-down and bottom-up unconventional lithography (Figure 4).

5.1. Template-Assisted Self-Assembly of Spherical Colloids. An interesting approach to control assembly of spherical colloids was proposed by Xia et al. [108, 109]. This method is based on combining physical templating and self-assembly...
Figure 4: Continued.
monodispersed spherical colloids. The template can be fabricated by photolithography and either polystyrene (PS) beads or silica spheres were used as the spherical colloids. As illustrated in Figure 4(a), the template-assisted self-assembly process is influenced by three major forces: (i) the capillary force associated with the meniscus of the liquid slug, (ii) the gravitational force associated with the density difference between the particle and the dispersion solvent, and (iii) the electrostatic force caused by charges on the surfaces of the particles and the template. In particular, the capillary force plays a significant role in pushing particles into the template holes, taking excess particles along in the direction of the liquid slug. The yield of this assembly process depends on the balance of these three forces. By controlling the forces, the colloidal particles can be trapped in the template holes. The three optical micrographs in Figure 4(a) show a few examples of the single-layered and well-defined aggregates of colloidal particles during the in situ observation. Here, this method makes it possible to control the structural assemblies by the ratio between the diameter \((D)\) of holes and the diameter \((d)\) of spherical colloids, ranging from \(D/d = 1.00\) to 3.30. Furthermore, it might be useful to other systems such as cells [110, 111].

5.2. Colloidal Template Assisted for Fabrication 3D Porous Inverse Opal Structure. Yeo et al. [112] demonstrated an advanced tool of LbL coating of polyelectrolyte multilayers inside 3-dimensional porous inverse opal (3D-IO) templates. Uniformly deposited LbL films could be grown inside the 3D-IO structures since the structures were free-standing with a double-sided open porosity formed by colloidal assembly and selective removal of the colloids. As shown in Figure 4(b), UV-curable polyurethane acrylate (PUA) prepolymer filled the voids between particles that were self-assembled into 3D opal structure in order to prepare the free-standing 3D-IO structures. After curing PUA by flood UV exposure, the colloidal particles were removed by solvent, and freestanding 3D-IO structures were mechanically peeled from the sacrificial substrate. However, the bottom side spontaneously offered surface porosity because of contact between the substrate and the colloidal particle, whereas the topside pores were blocked by overcoated excess PUA. An ethanol solution was spin-coated on the overcoated layer several times because the shear-slip action of ethanol during spin-coating can physically remove the residual PUA. Figure 4(c) shows the successfully fabricated 3D-IO PUA structure, wherein the top surface pores are completely opened. As a result,"
the LbL treated 3D-IO structures are used as nanofiltration membranes for removal of diluted copper ions and they show excellent membrane performance because of the nanoscale pores integrated in microscale inverse opal structures.

5.3. Nanoimprint Directed Self-Assembly of Block Copolymers. Directed self-assembly (DSA) of block copolymers (BCPs) has focused on promising nanolithography to realize high-resolution nanopatterning with a typical feature size in the 3–50 nm region [56, 113, 114]. Generally, there are two approaches for DSA: (i) chemically [115–117] and (ii) topographically [118–121] patterned substrates. These approaches are useful but require high-cost and time-consuming processes for lithographic prepatternning of each substrate. Recently, Park et al. [122] presented an integrated assembly approach for the nanoimprint DSA of BCPs to address these shortcomings. The process for nanoimprint DSA of PS-b-PDMS BCP is shown in Figure 4(d). In particular, the PS brush layer, which is deposited on the substrate, plays a significant role in attracting the majority of PS domains since bare silicon or silicon dioxide attracts a PDMS layer. After forming self-assembled BCPs via thermal imprint and release, the aligned PDMS cylinders are used as a template or etch-mask for sub-10 nm pattern transfer on the underlying substrate. As shown in Figure 4(e), after a plasma etching step, perfectly aligned BCP patterns were obtained along the long axis of the grating pattern without a residual layer.

5.4. NTP with Directed Self-Assembly of BCPs. Another interesting approach for integrating transfer printing and self-assembly BCPs was demonstrated by Jeong et al. [123] The process uses PDMS molds for directing the self-assembly of copolymers. The polydimethyl siloxane (PDMS) mold was prepared from a silicon master patterned with trenches with a width of 250 nm and a depth of 40 nm with a periodicity of 1.25 μm. In the next step, PS-b-PDMS films were spin-coated on the PDMS mold and the mold was placed in a solvent annealing chamber containing acetone and toluene to form self-assembled BCPs. The PDMS mold coated with self-assembled BCPs was placed on the target substrate, and mild pressure of ~20 kPa was applied to transfer the self-assembled BCPs. Finally, after the transfer of the self-assembled BCP pattern, the elastomeric mold was removed from the substrate (Figure 4(f)). The inset SEM image shows that this approach can realize sub-10 nm transfer printing of BCPs on the Si substrate.

5.5. Self-Assembly of BCPs via High-Resolution Patterning Electrohydrodynamic Jet Printing. With increasing demand for nanoscale device applications, self-assembled BCPs have received a great deal of research attention as a means to the nanofabrication. However, rapid and high resolution patterning of multiple scale BCPs with diverse molecular weights (MWs) and composition is still challenging. Onses et al. [124] demonstrated a creative technique for self-assembling multiple BCPs via electrohydrodynamic jet (e-jet) printing on the same surface. E-jet printing that requires applying electric field during the jet printing process is possible to create complex patterns with different conductive inks such as conductive polymers, Si nanoparticles, or rods, and single-walled carbon nanotubes [125]. Here, applied electric fields drive the flow of inks based on PS-b-PMMA BCPs with different MWs through nozzle tips. Thermal annealing then induces phase separation of the BCPs on the same substrate (Figure 4(g)). Figure 4(h) shows successful high-resolution printed BCPs with two different MWs. Moreover, the authors presented that the printing is useful to direct self-assembly of BCPs based on surface topography (Figure 4(i)). As shown in Figure 4(j), by using two BCP inks with different MWs, it is possible to generate the BCP domain with two different periodicities within the same trench area.

6. Applications with Integrating Assembly

The best advantage of integrating assembly lithographic involves the possibility to adjust the desired physical and chemical properties of fabricated samples by changing the feature size, thickness, and applied materials. In this section, we introduce several applications as examples of integrating assembly: photoluminescent microtags, graphene nanoribbons, and multiscale porous nanocolander networks (Figure 5).

6.1. Colloid-Based Photoluminescent Microtags. Recently, Ressier et al. [126] reported a new patterning technique called electrical-NIL (e-NIL) for topographic and electrostatic imprinting of thermoplastic electret films at the nanoscale. The idea stems from electrical microcontact printing (eμCP) which can selectively obtain chemical patterning having a surface charge gradient [127, 128]. E-NIL consists of three steps: (i) a patterned conductive mold is pressed on the thermoplastic electret film above its glass transition temperature Tg, (ii) after cooling the temperature below its Tg, an electric field is applied between the mold and the substrate, and (iii) the mold is removed. Through e-NIL, it is possible to fabricate topographic and electrostatic patterns on desired spots. These patterns allow opportunities for directed assembly of colloidal nanoparticles on desired surfaces.

Diaz et al. [129] realized micron-sized photoluminescent quick response (QR) codes which applied to directed electrostatic assembly of 28 nm upconverting lanthanide-doped β-NaYF4 nanocrystals inside e-NIL patterns. Figure 5(a) shows the transfer procedure of nanocrystals-based QR codes. First, PMMA was chosen as the thermoplastic electret due to its excellent charge storage properties and the capability to be readily imprinted by T-NIL [130–132]. The glue is cured by UV exposure, allowing nanocrystals to bond to e-NIL patterns, and then immersed in a water bath to remove the polyvinyl acetate (PVA) sacrificial layer. These β-NaYF4 nanocrystal-based QR codes were transferred to an adhesive polyethylene terephthalate (PET) film and the thin film can be used as a sticker to tag desired products. Also, after black and white light conversion and inversion of optical microscopy image of photoluminescence (PL) mapping at 545 nm, the 50 micron-sized nanocrystal-based QR
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code can be read with an available smartphone application (Figure 5(b)). Beyond this application, combining localized charge injection through e-NIL with other charged or polarizable colloidal particles has great potentials for colloid-based devices and sensors.

6.2. Fabrication of Sub-10 nm Scale Graphene Nanoribbon Transistor by BCP Lithography. Graphene has remarkable electronic and mechanical properties [133–136]. However, field-effect transistors (FETs) based on graphene show poor on/off current ratios because graphene is a zero-bandgap semiconductor [137]. In order to open up the bandgap, graphene nanostructures, such as graphene nanoribbons (GNRs) [138, 139] and graphene nanomeshes (GNMs) [140–142] have been extensively studied. In particular, to create densely aligned arrays of sub-10 nm wide graphene nanostructures over a large area, block copolymer (BCP) self-assembly in combination with nanoimprint lithography is a promising lithographic technique [122, 143–145].

Recently, Liang and Wi [145] showed FETs consisting of densely arranged GNRs (the total number of GNR channels in a FET is approximately 50) made by a nanofabrication method (sub-10 nm) that merges NIL and directed self-assembly of BCPs (Figures 5(c) and 5(d)). Furthermore, they showed that the on/off current ratio of the FETs bearing such GNRs is significantly affected by ribbon-to-ribbon
width variation (RWV) of multiple GNRs depending on the processing conditions of BCP self-assembly. As shown in Figure 5(e), a relatively large RWV among GNRs results in a lower on/off current ratio, which is caused by the nonsynchronization of the off states of multiple nonuniform GNRs. In particular, the 8 nm half-pitch GNRs-based FET with RWV of less than 3 nm exhibits a high on/off current ratio (>10), which is of higher value than reported transistors bearing densely aligned GNRs [146]. This research offers crucial insights for understanding the transport characteristics of the FETs based on multiple GNRs, which may lead to high resolution graphene nanostructures for future electronic applications.

6.3. Multiscale Porous Nanocolander Network with Tunable Transport Properties by Combined CL with LbL Processes. 3D inverse opal (IO) structure, which is constructed from the self-assembled colloidal particles, is an attractive structure for various applications such as photonic crystals [147], optical biosensors [148], and energy devices [149–152]. Previous researches take advantage of large interfacial area and highly periodic structures generally have morphological benefits including high open porosity. Nevertheless, systematic control of permeability and selectivity of porous media is challenging because the size of colloids used for each templating must change.

Kim et al. [153] presented an interesting approach for a multiscale porous network with tunable transport properties. The microphase-separated block copolymer creates well-defined mesopores inside the 3D-IO structured template that was obtained from a UV-curable polymer, PUA. According to the increasing numbers of BCP solution coating, the film thickness is increased and BCP morphology is changed from nanosieves to nanodomains and corrugated structures (Figure 5(f)). The multiscale porous networks were tested for membrane separation performance with Au nanoparticle solutions (the pore size of the BCP nanosieve was fixed at 18 nm and Au nanoparticle solution contained particles with diameters of 5, 10, 20, or 30 nm) (Figure 5(g)). The results show complete separation of the nanoparticles, when the number of BCP solution coatings is greater than 8 without forming bulk-scale defects. Also the value of water permeability for testing the transport performance is higher than other presented BCP-based membranes (Figure 5(h)) [154–156]. Therefore, multiscale porous network structures with tunable transport properties can serve as a significant platform for filtration applications.

7. Conclusion

In this review, advanced methods in unconventional lithography for 3D hierarchical nanostructures are described. These methods can produce structures that can be used for many applications that can complement those already available from conventional nanolithography or nanotechnology. The range of the 3D nanostructures and techniques can create an appealing set of circumstances for development of uses for basic science and industry in the near future.
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